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Abstract. The FISH (Family Identification with Structure anchored
Hidden Markov models, saHMMs) server is highly accurate in identify-
ing family memberships of domains in a query protein sequence, even if
the sequence identities to other family members are very low. Matches
provide the user not only with an annotation of the identified domains,
and hence a hint to their function, but also with probable 2D and 3D
structures, as well as with pairwise and multiple sequence alignments to
remote homologues. A user can also search protein sequence data bases
with individual saHMMs, in order to find protein sequences that harbour
remote domain homologues. The core of the server is a collection of saH-
MMs, which are based on multiple structure superimpositions of remote
homologues from which multiple sequence alignments were extracted.
The FISH server can be accessed at http://soul.ucmp.umu.se/fish/.

1 The FISH server

For the correct characterization and annotation of newly sequenced proteins,
the detection of homologous proteins with known functions and well determined
three dimensional (3D) structures is crucial. Since proteins are modular and can
harbour many domains, it is advisable to characterize the constituent domains
rather than the protein as a whole. Existing Internet resources, such as Pfam [1],
Superfamily [2], SMART [3], CD-search [4] and others, provide the user with ver-
satile tools for domain identification. Nevertheless, the definition field of millions
of data base entries still contains remarks such as ”hypothetical”, ”unidentified”
or ”function unknown”.

FISH, Family Identification with Structure anchored HMMs, is a server for
the identification of remote sequence homologues, on the basis of protein do-
mains. The FISH server can be used as a complement to existing annotation
methods.

2 Construction of saHMMs

At the heart of the FISH server lies a collection of 982 structure anchored hid-
den Markov models, saHMMs, each representing one SCOP [5], version 1.69,
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domain family (manuscript in preparation). The saHMMs are built with HM-
MER 2.2g [6] from structure anchored multiple sequence alignments, saMSAs.
The saMSAs are derived from multiple structural superimpositions of represen-
tative homologous domains. In order to maximise the sequence variability within
each domain family, we superimposed only those domains which have a mutual
sequence identity below the ”twilight zone” curve, pI [7], were determined to a
resolution below 3.6 and match our requirements for good quality crystal struc-
tures. The selected domains are hereafter called the saHMM-members. Their
coordinate files were obtained from the ASTRAL compendium [8] and were su-
perimposed with STAMP [9].

Since at least two structures are needed for superimposition and because of
the stringent sequence identity restrictions, our collection of saHMMs currently
covers about 35% of SCOP families belonging to true classes. We expect this
number to increase due to the exponential rate at which 3D structures become
available.

3 Use of the FISH server

3.1 Brief description of the FISH server

Fig. 1. Architecture of the FISH server.

Flat file data bases were imported into a relational data base (MySQL imple-
mented on a Linux platform) and cross-linked. The user interface is written in
Perl, PHP, and JavaScript and integrated with the Apache web server. The user
inputs a query via the web interface. The query interpreter analyzes the input,
using the collection of saHMMs. The cross-link engine merges information from
the associated data bases with the results of the query. The results assembler
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presents the outcome of the search to the user via the web interface. The search
results can be sent to the user by e-mail in the form of a www-link and are stored
on the server for 24 hours.

3.2 Sequence vs. saHMM search

Using the FISH server, one can compare a query sequence with all saHMMs.
Matches obtained in such a search provide the user with a classification on the
SCOP family level and outline structurally defined, putative domain bound-
aries in the query sequence. For each match, the user is provided with the SCOP
lineage of the matching saHMM, as well as pairwise and multiple sequence align-
ments of the query sequence to the saHMM-members, anchored on the saHMM.
Individual saHMM-members can be investigated in more detail, for example by
viewing their 3D structures in an interactive Java window. In our tests, the cor-
rect saHMM was identified for 88% of the sequences, with an accuracy of 96%.

Fig. 2. Overview of results from a search with a query sequence versus the saHMMs.

3.3 saHMM searched vs. sequence database

The FISH server also allows the user to employ individual saHMMs for searching
against a sequence data base (currently SwissProt and TrEMBL are available),
to discover those proteins that harbour a certain domain, independent of se-
quence identity and annotation status. In this way it is possible to identify pre-
viously un-annotated sequences on the domain family level, even in case of very
low sequence identities, below 20%. For each match, the user obtains the corre-
sponding sequence entry, as well as pairwise and multiple sequence alignments
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of the match and the saHMM-members, anchored on the saHMM. Information
about the domain family used for searching is also easily available.

3.4 saHMM computations

In order to determine pairwise sequence identities for the selection of saHMM-
members, we construct structural superimpositions for all pairs of members from
each of the 2845 SCOP families. To speed up the calculations, much of the work
is done in parallell, by simply running several families concurrently. Several perl
programs are written in order to automate the process from raw SCOP family
classification of domains to creating and testing the saHMMs, including check
of consistency between the SCOP classification and the coordinate files, parsing
of results to convert output from one program to input for another, etc.

A search with an saHMM vs. SwissProt can take anything from 15 minutes
up to about nine hours. Searching TrEMBL, which is about ten times larger,
takes considerably longer. In order to minimize the waiting time for the user, we
pre-calculated the searches of all 982 saHMMs vs. SwissProt and TrEMBL using
an E-value cut-off of 100. The calculations are done in parallell, using the cluster
resources of High Performance Computing Center North (HPC2N). Depending
on the E-value choice of the user, the results are extracted and presented up to
that value.
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